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SUMMARY.

This work was undertaken at the Bureau of Standards cm the request of the Engineering
Division, Air Service, United Stat-es Army, and w-as submitted, with their appromdl to the
NationaI .tdtior-y Committee for Aeronautics, which authorized its publication as a technicaI
report on recommendation of the Subcommittee on Power Plants for Aircraft.

Air is compressed and mixed with fueI in a combustion chamber, -where the mixture bums
at constant pressure. The combustion products issue through a nozzle, and the reaction of
the jet constitutes the Lhrust.

Data are availabIe for an approximate comparison of the performance of such a device
w“itk that of the motor-driven air screw. The computations are out.Iined and the results given
1)7 tables and cum-es.

The reIative fueI consumption and w-eight of machinery for the jet, decrease as the fl~iug
speed increases; but at 250 miIes per hour the jet would stfi take about four times as much
fuel per thrust horsepower-how as the air screw, and the power plant would be heavier and
much more complicated.

Propulsion by the reaction of a simple jet can not compete, in any respect., with air screw
propulsion at such flying speeds as are now in pr~spech.

L LWODUC1’ION.

b the usual method of dritig airplanes, air entering the propeIler circle from ahead is
projected backward in a continuous stream or race, and the reaction of the race against the
air screw constitutes the forward dritig thrust. This may evidently be regarded as pro-
pulsion by means of a jet.; but the term “jet propulsion:” as commonly understood, implies
the use of a smaller and more intense jet., maintained by some other m ems than an air screw.
This is the sense in which the term is employed here.

lt is a familiar fact in naval and aeronautical engineering that, other things being equal,
it is more economical of power to get a given thrust from a large Io-w-speed race than from
a smalIer one of higher speed. Buk when we make a radicaI change in the method of pro- ‘
duci~~ the race, other things are noi equaI, and the fkd effect on fueI consumption and
weight of machinery can not be predicted without a somewhat. detailed anaI-ysis of the par-
ticular process in question.

A method of propulsion which dispensed with the screw propeIIer might preseni some
advantages; and since the question whether jet propukio~ has any chance of practicaI success
comes up rather often, it has seemed worth -wdiIe to examine one of the most obtious schemes
with regard to the vital points of fmii consumption and weight of machine;y.

We shaII start by describing the probIem and the general method of handhng it.. The
assumptions and the num%ical data on which the computations are based -will then be given;
the processes of comput at ion w-ill be outlined; and the quantitative results VW be exhibited
by tabk and CIWWS. While the computations are somewhat. laborious, they are perfectIY
straightforward! so that it is not necessary to give many details. In conclusion, a few com-
ments wiH be added on the practical significance of the results obtained.
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2. THE PROBLEM.

The pIan to be discussed is as follows: The jet is to consist of a continuous strewn of
combustion products issuing from a nozzle, so that the airplane will be like a rocket with
wings, except that a true rocIiet produces its jet entirely from within itself, without tal~ng
in air from outside. The air needed for the jet is to be taken in by a motor-driven comprwsor
and delivered at increased pressure to a receiver which acts as a combustion chamber, The
liquid fuel is to be sprayed into the combustion chamber and burned there contiuuowdy, at
constant pressure, so as to increase the t@nperature~nd volume of Lhe gaseous mixture. ‘rho
resuIting combustion products , c-onsistling mainly of nitrogen ~ steam, arid carbon dioxide,
are then to expand freely through a suitable nozzle from the recei~er pressure to the outside
atmospheric pressure at which the air was taken in by the compressor.

For the present we shall consider only a simple nozzle such as is used in steam turbines, and
we shall not discuss in detail the possibility of improving the propulsive efllciency of the j e~ by
any of the” aspirator’ ~or” ejector” de-rices which ha~e been proposed for increasing the momen-
tum and thrust. If such de-rices are found to be effective, the prospect for j et propulsion will be
correspondingly improved; but we wish first to inquire what might be done withou~ them and
from what point the improvements must start.

The quantitative results will, of course, depend on the temperature and pressure ‘ass&ed for
the outside air, and on the amount of compression. The outside pressure will be taken as one
atmosphere, corresponding to sea level conditions, and the pressure in the combustion chamber
as 1.5 to 30 atmospheres absolute or 7.3 to 426 lb. /in. Zgage. The results of the computations
show that this range of compression is much more than wide enough. There would be no ad-
vantage in going b~yond 15 to 1; and below 7 to 1 t,h~ fuel rate increases so fast tha~ it is quite
useless to consider such compression ratios as can be obtained with a turbo-b wsterl and _grecip-
rocating compressor must be used. Most of the computations have been made for atmospheric
temperatures of – 30°, -f-30°, and + 90° F., a range which covers nearly all flying conditions.

The general outIine of the computations is as follows:
(a) By making reasonable assumptions regarding the compressor plant, we compute the

temperature of the air as it leaves the compressor, and the weight of fuel used for compressing
1 pound of air from the given initial temperature and pressure to the final pressure in the receiver.

(b) From the mixlmre ratio, the heat of combustion, and other data which are known
approximately or may be fairly well estimated, we compute the temperature in the combustion
chamber, the final temperature of the expanded gases, and the speed of the jet from the Lwzlr,

(c) From this speed we find the total mass IIowrneeded to give a static thrust of 1 pound;

and from the total flow and the mixture ratio we fig.d. the rate at which fuel is consumed in the
combustion chamber, the rate of air supply, and the rate of fuel consumption by the compressor
motor. We thus find the total fuel rate needed to m~intain a static thrust of 1 pound.

(d) Assuming some particular static thrust, we compute the effective thrust and the thrust
horsepower at various flying speeds, and thus find the total fuel rate per thrust horsepower at.
Lhese speeds for comparison with the known fuel rates obtained with motmr-driyen air screws.

3. ASSUMPTIONS AND FUNDAMENI!ALDATA.

,(a) The mixture ratio, i. e., the ratio, by weight, of air to fuel used in the combustion cham-
ber, IS taken to be -m ==15, which is about the value for ordinary gasoline motors. A Iower ratio
would result in incomplete combustion, while excess air would lower the eilcieficy of producing
the jet more than enough to offset the gain due to the.decrease of jet speed.

(6) Tke heat of com&.Mien.-The average value for gasoline is aboui 19,000 B. L u.~lb.,
while kerosene runs a little higher. We assume the~alueh=19,0001% t.. u./Ib.

(c) 7’1.e heat 10SSfromtheconahstion cham6er.—In ordinary gasoline motors abou~ one-
fourth to one-third of the heat developed in the cylinders is lost to the jacket water. In the
combustion chamber here contemplated, ihe temperature will be much higher than the mean
temperature in a motor cylinder, and both the chamber and the nozzle will require artificial cool-
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~ng; but a refracfior-y ~@ may be used and auowed to run -rery hot, so th~t the una-roidable

heat Ioss wiLI probably be a much smaIIer fraction than in the usurd motor cyh.nder. Nothing
more definite can be said in advance of experiment, but we shall fissurne, protiiomdly, that
one-tenth is ELsuficient allowance. The remaining fraction, which is effective in heating the
gas mkture, wiII then bee= 0.9. We shall ca]I e the “receiver efficiency.”

(d) Tiie sp~ed coe$cient of the nozzle, or the ratio of the actual jet speed to that which WOUIC1

be attained if there were no resistance, is taken as z= ~/o.92 =0.959. Experience with steam
—.

turbine nozzIes show-s that -ialues of 0.95 or o~er could certaidy be reached with new nozzles
if properly desiamed. How long such dues could be maintained against erosion by the hot gas
is a question that onIy- experience can answ-ei-; but it may be noted the nozzles would. be smalI
and easiIy replaced.

~e) E_fficimy of the compressor plant.—~e suppose the reciprocating compressor and&motor
to be a singIe unit, so that there is no transmksion loss. 11 order to keep down the weight, the
compressor must be run as fast as practicable, so that it can not be efl’ectiwIy cooled and the
compression will be nearley adiabatic. We assume that the efficiency referred to adiabatic
compression is q =0.85, and that the fuel rate of the motor is 0.5 pound per brake horsepo~er-
hour—-+ common -raIue for atiation motors. The fuel rate of the whole unit wiII then be
0.5/0.85 = 0.588 pound per air horsepower-hour.

(f) Prop~rties of tfie gzses.—lh calculating the work done and the rise of temperature during
compression of the air, the temperature in the combustion chamber} and the temperature and
speed of the jet, we have to make cemtain assumptions regarding the thermodynamic properties
of the gases.

We first assume that. the gases fallow- the famibr equation

pv=R6 (1)

Ger the range of temperature and pressure to be dealt with, the errors resxdting from the
inexactness of this assumption are insignificant. in comparison with the other uncertainties of
the work.

If CPand (7. denote the specific heats of a gas -which folIows equation (1), it is easily shown,
first, that (7Pand C. are independent of the pressure; .=md, second, that their difference is equal
to the gas constant for unit mass, i. e., that CP– (7, =R, so that their ratio is

(7, --LJ . –_
c. (2P-R

(2)

From the know-n density of air and the mechanical equivalent of heat, -ire fmd that, for ~ir,
R = C; – CV=0.0689 B. L u. per pound per degree F., so that b-j- (2) we ha-re, for air,

. .

(2,
2= OP– 0.U689

w-here CP is to be expressed in B. t. u. per pound per degree F.
If (7Pis independent of temperature as well as pressure, it is a constant, as is aIso the ralue

of k, and isentropic changes of prwmre and temperature then follow the famdiar equations

pvk = cons+. e= const. x p% (4)

In reality, the specific heat of air k not, constant. In the first place, it -rari.es slightly with
pressure, in accordance with the fact that equation (1) is not exact.; but this variation is small
and, moreo~er, it is not accurately know-n except for temperatures between 20° and 100° C.
We shaIl therefore disregard it and continue to use equations (1), (2), and (3).

In the second place. CP mries with the temperature, and this ~ariation is too large to be
~eg~ected when the temperature range is as wide as in the present problem. TO dOTT for it,,
we accept the Iatest data for air published by the Reichwmstalt (W5rmetabeIIen, Tieweg, 1919)
and so obtain the formula

C’p=.o.f?Jfof?+0.000’0053(iI+tJ (5)

.
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where CP is the mean specific heat at one atmosphere between tol and toz F,, expressed in B. t. u,
at 590F.! per pound of air, per degree F.

The mean value of k over any interval to, to to, F. is therefore to be found Ijy computing CP
from equation (5) and substituting the resulting value in equation (3).It is e-ridently not,
constant but. decreases sIo-wly as the mean temperature (tL+tJ/i? increases.

Since k is not constant, equations (4) me not exact, hut instead of using the more compli-
cated equations which result from setting (2P= a +bt, we adopt a. middle course. For each
computation relating to an adiabatic process, we use equations (4); but instead of always using
the same value of k, we use the mean -vaIue appropriate to the te~.nperature. intervaI in ques-
tion, found by computing the mean CP from equation (5) and substituting i~ in equation (3),
This requires successi~e approximations, because -n-Me the initial. temperature and pressu re
are always known , only the finaI pressure is given, and fhe final temperature ‘has tv be fuund
in the course of the work.

The for~going refers specifically only to air, but we use the same methods and the same
numerical values for the burning mixture in the combustion chamber and for the combustion
products exhausting through the nozzle. With a mixture ratio m = 15, 1 pound (of the mixture
in the receirer contains about O. 72 pound of nitrogen, so that nem-ly three-fourths of the gos
is sensibly mmffec.ted by the reaction. The remaining 0.28 poun(l 1s convertefi from oxygen
und fuel into carbon dioxide and steam, with small amounts of other gases, and tl~is chcmiral
change affects both the gas cxmstant. R and the specific heat of the whole mixture. ,lYe have
no adequate data for computing the magnitudes of these changes at alI accur~t~elyj but they are
probably quite sma~l: and since w-ecan do no better, we disregard them and follow the common
procedure of treating the mixture before, during, and after combustion, as if it were merely so
much air, using the numerical dalm given in equations (5) and (3).

4. NOTATION.

The notation to be used is col~ected below for reference:
p = absolute pressure,
v =.volume.
t = Fahrenheit temperature.
~ = t +@= absolute temperature in Fahrenheit degrees.
~P =specific heat at constant pressure, in B, t. u,/lb./deg, l?.
k= specific heat ratio.
m = mixture ratio (m= 16).
h = heat of combustion in B. t. u./lb. (1 =19,000).
c= recei~er efficiency (6=0.9).
s = nozzIe speed coeff~cient (z= ~/O.92).
T= compressor efficiency (V= 0.8L7),
S=speed of jet, in m. p. h,
SO=speed of flight, in m, p. h.
H7(0,1)= work of compressing air, in ft. Ib./lb.
P. =horsepower for isentropic compression of 1,000 pound of fiir per hour.
.~fr= total fuel rate in pounds per hour for an air flo}v of 1,000 pounds per hour.
T, =static thrust in pounds for an air flow of 1,000 pmmds per hour.
T= flying thrust. in pounds at speed SO.
P= thrust horsepower at speed SO.
PC= brake horsepower of compressor motor per thrust horsepower.
F’= total fuel rate in pounds per thrust horsepower-hour.

5. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE THERMODYNAMICPROCESS.

Figure I ser~es to represent the separate elements of the process of producing the jet, as
\\Tell as to show how the subscripts are used with p, i’, t, and 6.

The point O represents the initiaI state of 1 pound of air at the pressure POand temperat-
ure tOof the outside atmosphere, the voIume being VO.
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The line 01 represents the compression of the I pound of air to the receiver pressure pl,
the temperature rising to t~ and the _roIume decreasing to VI; and the point 1 represents the
state of the air as it passes from the compressor to the combustion chamber. We assume that
this compression Iine agrees with equations (4) when the proper value of k ii used. The work
of compressing I po~d of air, from which the ‘(air horsepower)’ is to be found, is represented
by the area (?.IB1O, the rest of the work done by the motor cm the compressor being wasted.

The line 111 corresponds to the process of injection of the liquid fueI, its e~aporation and
combination w-ith the ox~gen of the air from the compressor, and the heating of the gaseous
rnkture. The pressure ~emaim constant at. the value p, giren by the compressor, while the
temperature increases from the value tl of the entering air, to the temperature tz of the com-
bustion products ~hich are about. t.o escape through the nozzle. The liquid fuel is injected
continuously at the rate of I poud tO m pounds of air from the compressor, and the increase
of ~oIume from 1 to 11 represents the combined effect of increase of mass, change of chemical
composition, and thermal expansion at constant pressure. The point 11 represents the state =
of fm + 1)/m pound of the combustion products as they enter the nozzIe.

The line 11111 represents the change of state of the (m +-1)/ri pound of gas as it expancls
through the nozzle from p, to the outside back
pressure p~. The volume increases from Vzto v~,
the temperature falls from ~ to t~, and the gas ~ E~ ~

‘m
acquires the speed 8, relative to the nozzle and ‘ :
combustion chamber. The Doint 111 represents ‘i

L

the final state of the gases in the jet. ‘On the
appro.ximatirqg assumptions ~e hare made regard-
ing the thermodynamic properties of the gases,
the ‘expansion 11111 -wouId follow equations (4) if
no heat, -were lost to the nozzle walk and if there ~ ,A
were no resistance in the nozzIe. The heat Ioss in .
the nozzle wilI probably be neg~~ible, but the \ ‘
resistance ~ not, ~d we haye assumed that the % % V. 7-’3

~speed coefficient has the constant -due z = ~0.92.
llG. 1.

under these conditions, Zeuner has show (Tech. ThermodFnamjk, ~ncI ~d=, ~g~o, ~ol- 1
p. 44) that the expansion w-ill take pIace according to the equations

w-here

n— i

pw=cortst. e= cond. X p = (6)

(7)

and -we shaII use these equxtions in computing the jet speed 5’ ancl the EnaI temperature ~.

6. THE TEMPEZMTURES.

The temperature t, of the air deli-rered by the compressor was computed from the equation

(8)

by setting i!,= –80°, +30”, and +90°, and gi~~ pJpo -i-arious -dues from i.5 to 80. The
values of (k —1) lb needed in the successi~e appro.xiznations vrere read from an auxiliary curve
constructed for the purpose by means of equations (5) and (3). The resulting wdues of tl are
gi~en in Table 1, together ti~h the fina~ -dues of (1;– 1) /k, which are needed later.

The temperature t,, after combustion, -w-ascomputed from the equation

(9)
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with the values of tl already given in Table 1. The mean vaIues of (7Pused in the successive
approximations were found from equation (5), and the resulting dues of tz are given in Tabk
2, together with the final values of (7P.

The temper~ture t, of the expanded gases in the jet was fou~d from the equntion

n- i——

()
f,,= (t, + -@o) ; “ -460 (lo)

by using, for each ~filue of the pressure ratio, the value of t,filrendy found for that rutio and
given in Table ~, The vaIues of (n – ~)/n. were found by using the auxiliary curve tdready
mentioned and a second auxiliary curve giving values of (k —1)/i$ —(n – 1)/n in terms of
(k – 1)/k for the given value of z. The resulting values of t, and the final values of (n – 1)/n
are given in Table 3.

In each of these three sets of computations tie approximations wore continued until the
las~ two -raIues agred within 1 or 2 degrees F. —

The temperatures thus obt~ainecl are exhibited graphically in Figure 2, plotted from Tab]es
1, 2, ancl 3.

7. THE WORK OF COMPRESSING ‘J!HE AIR.

For continuous isentropic compression of a gas which obeys ecp-mtions (4), the work 11’(0,i)
per unit. mass is given by the equation

(11)

TO ge~ Win ft. lb. per lb, of fiir wc take pOin lb./f t.’ ~and v; in ft.3/ib.; find at 1 atmosphere rinfl
W“ F.we have

For any other initiaI
following values: at

temperature fO,this is to be multiplied by (f. + 460)/4$%’, and we have the

to==–80° +30° +90° F.
flovo= 2’29’20 .%100 ,29310ft. lh./l&

The values of W(O,l) were obtained by substituting these values of pOI1,in equation (1 1)
and using, for each value of pl/po, the value of (k-—1)/k already found anti given in Tahk 1.
The results are shown in Table 4 and I?igure 3.

8. THE SPEED OF THE JET.

It is assumed that the gas obeys the equation pv/f3 = const. and thai the expmsion through
the nozzle follows equations (6). If ~ is the linear speed acquired in exptinding from pl,6z to Tg,
TVe then have

~=i’”wm
where if S is to be in ft. /see., ez (7Pmust be expressed in foot-pounclak per pound.

13yusing the values: 9=32.174 ft.jkvc.z, 1 mile/iiour=22115 ft./see., and 1 B. t. u. = 778$. U.,
we may put equation (12) into the form

J 2 J (mLY(J!.P. E.)=152.5 (t +460)(7 1– ‘~ (13)

where (?Pis expressed, as hitherto, in B. t. u./lb. /deg. F.
In using equation (13) to compute values of 5’, the required mean values of CP ~~’erefoun(i

by substituting in equation (5) the values of t, and t, given in Tables 2 and 3; and the values of
(n – 1)/n were taken from Table 3.

The results are shown in Table 5 and ~lgure 4.
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9. STATICTHRUST T, AND.LIRHORSEPOWER Pi, FOR A FLOW OF 1,000 POUA’DSOF MR PER
1X !H3E JET.

If the air is suppIiecl at the rate of 1,000 I?.)./hour, the totaI mass flow in the jet is

.~nd since, in normaI units, we ha-re T,= 1S, we get the equation

?;.2.i7~ T.(lb.) =?$X;: s(JLP.lz.)

or
T,(zb.) =0. 013;1 S(M.P.H.)

where -dues of S are to be taken from Table 5.
The power required for compressing this amount. of air isentropieaIly is

P.= 1,000 IF (0,1) /1’WI’0#0
or

~a(lp) =:. (%7x10~ W((),l) (Y. 7b./ZbJ

where W (0,1) is to be taken from Table 4.

81

HOUR

(14)

The resulting ~aIues of T, and Pa are given in Table 6 and e.shibited graphically in Figure 5.

10. TOTAL FUEL RATE FOR A STATIC THRUST OF 1 POUND.

-<ccorcding to the assumption made regarding the compressor pkmt (section 3, e), when the
air flow is 1,000 lb./hour the fueI rate of the compressor motor is 0.58S Pa lb./hour. M the
szme time 1,000fm or 66.67 lb./hour is being fed into the combustion chamber. IIence the
tot~l fuel rxte, when the air flow is 1,000 J.b./hour, is

Xf = 66. @7+0. W7 P= lb./liour. (16)

The static thrust for this flow is T, Ib.; hence the total fuel rate needed to maintain a static
thrust of 1 lb. is X~/T~ lb./hour. In the computation, the -rakes of Pa and T, were taken
from Table 6, and Xf -was found from equation (16).

The resuhing values of _.lff/T. are gi-ren in Table 7, togehher with -dues of 58$ Pa/X~, -which
is the per cent of the totaI fueI usecl in the compressor motor. Figure 6 gi~es cur-i-es for Xff T..

11. RELA~ION OF THRUST POWER AT YAR1OUSSPEEDS OF FLIGHT TO STATIC THRUST AT THE
S.%MERATE Ol? DISCHARGE.

Whe~ the machine is at rest, the whole mass of gm discharged from the nozzle receives the
backward speed ~. Wlen the machine is me-ring forward at the speed ~,, one-sbdeenih of the
mass stiIl recei~es the backward speed f?, beczuse the fuel starts at rest with respect to the nozzie;
but the remaining fifteen-sixteenths receives only the speed (~ – So),because the air, -when it is
fist taken in by the compressor, has alre~dy the backward speed S,with respect to the machine.
But the thrust is proportional to the rate of production of backward momentum. 13ence if T, is
the static thrust for a given jeb speed S“and mzss flow Xl and T the thrust at the flying speed
SO,for the same -raIues of S and 31, we ha-re the reIation

(17)

If the thrusts are expressed in pounds and the speeds in miles per hour, the thrust horse-

From this equation the -ralues of P[Tg -were computed for -wu-ious values of 8 arid s,, the
results ,being exhibited in T~ble 8 and Figure 7.
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12. TOT.4L FUEL RATE PER THRUST HORSEPOWER.

The fuel rate Fin pounds per hour per thrust horsepower is given by the equmtion

(19+

Table 9 contains -dues of F computed from this equation. The required -dues of J!t/ T,were

t~ken from Table 7 ancl the values of P/ T. were read from Figure 7. ‘1’hcresults for (0= + 3’(?0F.
wd for flying speeds of 100 to 350 m. p. fi. are shown by the curves in Figure S.

1.3. El?F’ECT 0!? UTILIZING THE IMPACT PRESSURE DUE TO THE SPEED SO.

Hitherto, it has been supposed ,that the pressure of the air in the compressor intake was tllo
same as pO}to which the jet exhausts, and this corresponds to loc%ting the intake openings at
a neutral zone on the side of the fuselage. If the opening is in the nose of the fusekge, so as to
receive the full impact due to the flying speed, the pressure in the intake will be pl =-PO-1AT,
where Ap is the impact pressure. FIence the work of compression from p, to p’
or

will be saved, and the fuel rate for compression diminished.
The fractional saving on the compression will be H“(pOp’)/ W (0,1) and tho fractiormi dccr~ase

of the total fuel rate will be [ W (pfi@)/ W_(0)1)] x that fraction of the total fuel which is used in
compressor motor. This latter is the -due of the quan(ity (0,$88 P./ ~f~), which may IN foun(l
in Tablo 7. Table 10 contains a few mdues of. the percentage decrease of total fuel rate cmnputo(l
in the mmner just described. The saving is small, e-ren at.. the higher speeds of fligl~t., tintl
‘Table 9 and Figure S do not require any importtint corrections to adapt them to the more advan-
tageous plan in which the impact pressure is fully utilized.

14. EFFECT OF VARYING THE COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY.

If tll~ compressor efficiency is no~ 0.S5 but ~, the fuel rate will be gi~en by the eqllation

6u+0”85xomsPa
F (q)=F (0.85)X 66.7:0.588P=

(20)

If the compressor efficiency is changed from 0,S5 to 0.75, the total fuel rates for/0= -i 30°, as
given in Table 9 and Figure S will be increased by !he following percentages:

It is evident from the curves of Figure 8 that there is nothing to be gained ~y using n pressure
ratio much greater than pI~pO= 10, and we may assume that this limit will nob be exceeded in
practice. If we also assume, as seems quite safe, that a compressor eflkicncy of 0.75 or better
can be obtained, the remaining uncertainty in the compressor efficiency can evidently not ~~flcct
the fuel rates already computed by more than 3 or 4 per cent. The curves of Figure s mriy
therefore be regarded as only slightly affected by the source of error now in question,

15. EFFECT OF V.4RY1NG THE RECEIVER EFFICIENCY.
—

. To estimate the effect of an error in the ~alue assumed for the recei-rer efficiency, we now sup-
pose the hemt loss from the combustion chamber to be twice as great as before and set c= 0..9
instead of e= O.9.

It suffices to examine a single average set of conditions, and we take t,= + 30°, pl/pO=10,and
SO=200 m..p. ii. upon working this case out completely, we find the fuel rate F= 3,00, whereas
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the value pre-riously obtained with e=O.9 -was 3.71 (see Table 91. Ilmbling the cooling 10SShas
thus increased the total fueI rate for these a-i-erage conditions by 5 per cent.

It seems ~ery unlikely that the heat Ioss from the combustion chamber need be as much as
~.~ of the heat deYe]oPed, and the old ~a~ue of ~~ee~ more probable than this new one, so far as

this particular source of uncerta”mty is concerned.

16. REMARKS.

From the discussion in section 3 of the data and assumptions used in the course of the work,
and from the computations in sections 14 and 15 on the two doubtful elements of compressor
eflkiency and receiver efficiency, it seems probabIe that the fuel rates shown in Table 9 and
Figure S give a fair idea of what would acttially be obtained if the obvious engineering difficul-
ties could be surmounted find the process of jet formation carried out according to the proposed
scheme. .$ considerable uncertainty rerrmins in regard to the specific heats at high tempera-
tures, bu~ in spite of this, it seems likely that the computecl fuel rates are correct to -within 20
per cent or better. Relatively, they are much more accurate than this, and they probabIy give
z reliable picture of the effects of variations in the compression ratio! the speed of fIight2 and the
outside air temperature.

The most. important point bro~~ht oufi by the curves of I?iag-me3 is thai very hig~ pressure
ratios are not ad~antageous. If it were possible to run the compression in the motor cylinders
M high as in the compressor cylinders} there would be a thermocl.mamic gain and a decrease in
fuel rate obtained by increasing the compression. But. if we assume, as we have clone, that the
motor is subject to the same limitations as the standard aviation motor, the. advantage of in-
creming p~/pOsoorL vanishes.

The minimum fue~ rates fall at pressure rztio-s between 10 to 1 ancl X3 to 1, and the varizdion
within these linits is so small that there is no appreciable adrant age in going beyond 10 to 1,
or a maximum pressure of 147 Ib./in.a absolute. The clesiam of a suitable compressor would
therefore not involve any e~traordinary dficulty from the standpoint of the pressures to b~
handled.

The work of computation might ha-re been considerably shortened by usirg the rough and
ready “ air standard’> method and iagporing the ~ariation of specific he~t with temperature.
The errors thus introduced would have been so large, howe-rer, that it has seemed better to
eliminate them, and leave onIy nnavoidabIe uncertaintiw in the finaI results. We may now
turn to & comparison of these results with the performance of the familiar engine-driven air
screw.

17. C031PARISON WITH THE FUEL RATE OF AIR-SCREW’PROPULSION.

We assume that the air-screw engine has the same eficiency as the engine used for air com-
pression, i. e., that it requires 0.5 pound of fue~ per brake horsepower-hour. We ako assume
that -whate~er the flying speed may be, an air scre~ is used which hm an efficiency of 0.7.
OB these assumptions, the fuel rate of the air-screw plant is 0.5/0.7 =1/1..4 pound per thrust
horsepower-hour, and the ratio of the fuel rate of the jet to that of the screw at the same
thrust horsepo~er is 1.41?

lihving found that pl/pO= 10 is an ad-rant ageous due of the pressure ratio, -we turn to
Figure ~ or Table 9 for the values of F’ at: p,fp, = 10, and for tO= + 30° we get the following

redts:
at so= 100 150 .900 %b 300 %-0

This does not look \-cry encouraging. .It the &Ohest flying speecls yet attained, jet pro-
pukion by the proposed method WOUICIrequire about 5 times as much fuel as ordinary screw
propukiom It is concei~able that under some special circumstances and for short tlights
such ~ery poor fuel economy might be tolerated if there -were nothing eke to be said> but -we
must tilso consider the probable weight of machinery.

“a
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18. SIZE OF THE COMPRESSOR ENGINE.

The compressor engine uses the frfiction 0.388 Pa/.lff(Table 7) of the whole amount of fuel:
consumed; and since the total fuel rate per thrust horsepower- is F (Table 9) the fueI rate of
the compressor engine is 0.588 Pa F/Mf pound per hour per thrust horsepower. This engine
has been assumed to take 0.5 pound of fueI per brake horsepower-hour; hence the brake horsc-
uower of the ensrine is
L

(21)

per thrust horsepower deveIoped by t]le refiction of the je~ tit the flying spee(l ,YO.
For comparison with the ordinmy air-screw -plant, \ve assume, as in section 17, tlu~t tile

elliciency of the zir screw is 0.7; and the brtike horsepower of the air-screiy engine will tllcn
he 1/0.7 per thrust horsepower. We therefore hnve the relation:

7-. . .

1
).7 P, (22)

Values of 0.7 P. are shown in Table 11, and it appears that urdess the speed of flight were con-
siderably higher than any yet attained, the compression of the air to feed the jet would require
a larger engine than is needed for an ordinary screw propeller dri]-e giving the. Mmc tlmwt, at,
the same speed of flight.

19. REMARKS ON THE WEIGHT OF THE POWER PLANT.

From the curves of Figure 8 we see that pressure ratios between 7 to 1 and 10 t(} 1 nrc tl~e
only ones worth considering; and upon turning to Table 11 we find that, within this range,
the power neccled to compress the air for the jei is greater than the power nee(le(l to {Il]t+tin
the swne thrusk power from an zir screw of 70 per cent effie.iency, until the flying speed is nbou~
zso ~. p. ]l., or somewhat higher than any yet, recorded for manned airplanes.

Since the engine does not have to accommodate itself to a screw propeller, it might, per-
haps, be run faster and so weigh less per brake horsepower than an air-screw engine; but the air
cylinders> etc., add to the weight. Without going into ~ detailed examination of the question}
we may estimate that, at best, the combined engine-compressor unit wuLdd be a t. least 50 p~’r
cent hea-rie; than an ordinary aviation engine of the same power, and probably comideraldy
more. Ilence before using the figures in Table 11 as ratios of weight. of machinery fur jet
propulsion to weight of machinery for the air screw , we should multiply them hy tit least 1.5.

hTothing has been said about the weight of the combustion chamber, nozzle, Rn{l fueI
injection system. This would more than offset the weight of the screw propeller, but the toinl
would not be large, and in Yiew of the uncertainty as to the weight of the compressor m}it., it
is useless to attempt to form any estimate on this point.

20. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE PRACTIC~_MLITY OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME.

It- is sometimes supposed, by those who have not. considered the matter in dettiil, that
while jet propuIsiori would probably be rather wasteful of fuel, it. might, presen~ considerable
compensating ad~-antzges in “the way of lightness and simplicity. We arc no-iv in a position tu
see what these possibilities are with the particular scheme whirh has been discussed an(l which
is, perhaps, the most obvious one.

In the first pltice, e~ren at the highest flying speeds now in sight, szy 250 m. p, 11,, the fuel
consumption could not be reduced much below 4 times that requirefl by the ordinary fiir screw
@ection 17). In the second pl~ce, the power plant would be much heavier for je~ than for
screw propulsion and the high fuel loacl would not be offset by any saying of machinery ~veight.
In the third place, the power plant would not be simpler but f~mmore compliratwl and c]elicate
than the ordinary one. To say nothing of the fuel injection system, the combined con]prossor
and engine would have about twice as many pistons, -vfilvesj and other moving parts as a simple

w
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engbe, and the chances Of bre&do\m ~nd & di&uIties of upkeep xould be eorrespondbgly
increased.

There are, to be sure, a few obtious advantages iQ the jet scheme. The Iarge, awkward, and
fragile propeIIer -wotdd be eliminated, and ordy the nozzle and not the engine viouId ha-re to be
located with regard to the a@s of thrust. Thus the design wouId be more flexible. The machine.
n@ht also, if strong enough, be given brilhmt maneu~ering powers by utilizing the powerful
steering effect of swina@~ the nozzle. On the other hand, a machine which had to start—if it
COUICIget off the ground at aI-by emitting a jet of flame at 2,500° l?. (see Figge 2 for values of
t~) and a speed of 1 mile per second would hardly be a welcome tisitor at flying fields.

But to return from such speculations to the quantitative rew.dts of the computatio~s, ~here
does not appear to be, at present, any prospect whaterer th~t jet propulsion of the sort here
considered -will ever be of practical value, e-ren for miIitary purposes.

21. THRUST AUGMIXWORS.

.k~ device or arrangement that -would increase the momentum of a jet aIready formed,
without mcreas~~ the fuel consumption needed for maintaining the jet or addirg seriously to the
weight, would diminish the fuel rate and the weight of msehinery per thrust horsepower. For
example, if some such addition to the apparatus already discussed were capabIe of increasing the
momentum and the thrust 4 times, the fuel rate of the apparatus with this addition, at 250 m.
p. h., would be about the same as for an air screw and the mae~ery wouId be lighter, so that
the whoIe aspect of affairs -would be changed. Instead of concluding that jet propulsion was
tdtogether impracticable, we should ha~e to consider seriously -whether it mighi not hare such
admmtages as to justify an attempt to develop it. Devices of this sort have been proposed, rmd
while nothing definite can be predicted of their probable success, a Iittle qualitative discussion
may be in place here.

The maintenance of a constant thrust by the ccmtinuous production of backward &omentum
is necessarily accompanied by a simultaneous production of kinetic energy which trails away
and is left behind without contribut~o to the thrust power. &Ld stice momentum is propor-
tional to the first power of speed and kinetic ener~ to the second power, economy evidently
requires that the speed of the race or jet shouId be kept as low as practicable and the momentum
kept up to the required -ralue b~ increasing the mass ilo-w rather than the speed. The inferiority
of the jet to the screw propelIer is due to its going to the wrong extreme and combining small
mass flow with -rery high speed. & a means of con-rerting heat of combustion into mechanical
energy, the method of jet propulsion which has been discussed vvotid be more efiicient than any

.—

combination of engine and air screw; but the screw gi~es a much greater return, per pound of fuel,
in the form of thrust -work, because the jet carries away so much kinetic energy which is not
utiIized but dissipated and turned back into heat.

Mter lea~~ the nozzle, the jet entrains and nixes with the surrounding air, graduaIly
slowing down and dif?using its momentum over a much greater mas. The total baclccard
momentum is not changed by the tig~ but kinetic energy is dissipated: just as it is in the
shock of inelastic solid bodies, and the action is like that _of the ballistic pendulum, which con-
serves the momentum of the projectile but destroys nearly all of its kinetic energy.

To reduce this loss of kinetic energy, it is necessary to decrease the difference of speed be-
tween the jei and the initially quiet air with ~hich i~ mixes: and since the jet speed is already
given, the ordy -way to do this is to accelerate that. part of the air which is to come in contact
with the jet., befme the mixing takes place. The -work required for this acceleration would have
to be obtained from the jet; the momentum of the air thus accelerated would augment the
thrust., and the useful thrust work -ivouId be increased by drawing on the energy of the jet,
which }vould otherwise be wasted.

So fzr as the writer has seen them described, the devices which have been proposed for
accomplishing this purpose consist in surroundi~~ the jet} after it. has left the nozzle, by a series
of ring shaped guides, of cur-red profile, after the manner of an ejector or aspirator. If these
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guides are properly designed, the pressure in the internal free space about the jet falls below
atmospheric, air is drawn in, and before it comes into actual contact with the jet, it hm already,
in its passage through the curved ports be~ween @ guides, ~cqnired a considerable componcni
of velocity in the same direction as the jet. The idea seems to be that the shock loss will be
reduced and kinetic energy saved; that the backward momentum of the entering air will be added
to that alrefidy present in the jet so as to increase the thrust; and that the thrust horsepower of
the whole combination will be augmented, without any modification of the part [ofthe apparatus
originally provided for maintaining the jet or any increase of fuel c.onsump t i[.)ni

It is hard to see just how this sort of process can be analyzed and referred to the clement ary
principles of mechanics sncl thermodynamics so as to permit of forming tiny definite (Iunnt ilative
opinion of its feasibility, There is no doubt that ejectors and aspimtors built on this plan ha~c’
been very useful and effective for certain purposes; but whether, in tlw application now in qucs-
tionl they would have the effect hoped for seems -rery problerno[ical, nml the present w~itl’r
remains skeptical,

22. CONCLUSION.

The method discussed in this paper for propulsion by the reactioil of an interntil combustion
jet is simple and obvious in principle and lencls itself to quantit~tive treatmen~, but otlwr
schemes for producing the jet might give lighter or simpler machinery or presen L other advan -
ttiges. For example, one plan, suggested to the writer by I)r. If, C. I.)ickinson, would combine
the separate functions of engine, compressor, and combustion chamber in a single in ~crnfil
combustion engine working on a slight modification of the usual Otto cycle. .Ifter the ignition,
a valve would open and allow the greater part of the hot compressed mixture to escape tllrougl~
the thrust nozzle, while only enough was re~ained for the expansion stroke to supply the frictio~l
losses ant! the negative work of the next compression stroke. The engine WOUM run light,
so far as shaft horsepower was concerned, the excess power being turneci directly into tl]c jet
instead of being used to drive a screw propeller.

Without going into any quantitative analysis of this ingenious suggestion, it may sfifely
be predicted that no such method of jet production would hare an appreciably higher therrnfil
efficiency than the one we ha~e considered in detail; the fundamental disadvantage of high jet.
speed and poor ratio of conversion of heat into thrust work would remain as an insupemble
obstzcle to the use of such jets.

The only hope of success lies in the thrust augmenters, and if any experimental work is to
be done, it should be on them. For it would be most unwise to “undertake the clifflcult \vorl{
of developing apparatus for producing the jet until it had at least been made probable thtit thti
je~ could be helped out enough to bring its economy within the range of whai is tulerab]e in
prac~ice.

BUREAU OF STASDARDS,
March 25’, 1922,
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